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We present a comparison between experiment and theory for the magnetoconductance autocorrelation func-
tion C(DB) for transport through a stadium-shaped ballistic microstructure. The correlation function displays
damped oscillations which can be traced to the quantum interference between bundles of short trajectories. We
present two different semiclassical calculations applicable for large and small mode numbers of the quantum
wire, respectively. Good agreement is found with experimental data taken at relatively low mode numbers.
@S0163-1829~98!03316-5#Advances in semiconductor fabrication have made it pos-
sible to produce semiconductor devices of submicron size
~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. The size of such mesoscopic devices can
be made small compared to the phase-coherence length lf
due to inelastic electron-electron scattering at low tempera-
tures (<0.1 K! and smaller than the elastic electron mean
free path. Transport through these devices is therefore ballis-
tic and determined by the shape of the microstructure. The
conductance through these open quantum dots is strongly
influenced by quantum interference effects.
Recently, magnetoconductance measurements were per-
formed for open quantum dots with simple geometric shapes
such as a circle and a stadium.2–4 A stadium-shaped micro-
structure is of particular interest since the underlying classi-
cal dynamics of the ballistic electron motion is chaotic as
known from investigations of the closed ‘‘Bunimovich’’
stadium.5,6 The magnetoconductance displays strongly ir-
regular but reproducible fluctuations which can be conve-
niently characterized by the magnetoconductance autocorre-
lation function C(DB).
Both experimental data as well as quantum calculations
indicate that C(DB) displays oscillations with a negative
overshoot and a partial revival of correlation as a function of
magnetic field change DB . These oscillations indicate that
magnetoconductance fluctuations in ballistic quantum trans-
port are far from being random but exhibit long-range corre-
lations. Oscillations in C(DB) have been also observed in
quantum calculations for a stadium with collinear leads at the
straight sides.7 The understanding of structures in the auto-
correlation function C(DB) is of importance since they are
expected to be more robust and less sensitive to small imper-
fections of the device compared to the conductance fluctua-
tions itself. Our goal in the following is to describe these
oscillations semiclassically and to explain their classical ori-
gin.
Semiclassical theory provides a link between the classical
dynamics of the electron motion in the cavity and quantum
transport. It is well-suited to explore nonuniversal properties
of the conductance fluctuations which originate from
geometry-specific scattering processes. Several semiclassical570163-1829/98/57~16!/9875~4!/$15.00approximations to quantum transport have been
proposed.7–14 We present in the following, to our knowledge,
the first semiclassical description of oscillatory structures in
C(DB). Oscillations result from interference between pairs
of short trajectories connecting the entrance and the exit
quantum wires. We employ a full evaluation of the sum over
bundles of paths which goes beyond the customary primitive
semiclassical ~PSC! approximation by avoiding the
stationary-phase approximation for the integration over the
leads. This semiclassical ~SC! approach is valid for low-
mode numbers. In addition we implement a modified version
of the PSC approximation, valid in the limit of large mode
numbers, in which the classical trajectory Monte Carlo
~CTMC! method is used for mapping between quantum
numbers ~or mode numbers! and the classical phase space.
The latter approach provides an intuitive connection between
the magnetoconductance oscillations and peaks in the classi-
cal area pair distribution.
An electron entering the stadium cavity from one quan-
tum wire ~entrance lead! will bounce, in general, several
times off the walls of the cavity before exiting through the
other quantum wire ~exit lead! or being reflected back into
the entrance lead. A typical trajectory in the presence of a
perpendicular homogeneous magnetic field is shown in the
inset of Fig. 3. Classical transport through open quantum
dots is organized in terms of bundles of trajectories. All tra-
jectories within a bundle are topologically equivalent, i.e.,
they can be generated by a continuous deformation of a
single path having the same number of collisions with the
boundary, an identical Maslov index ma and smoothly vary-
ing action Fa .13 The semiclassical transmission amplitude
between the incoming mode m and outgoing mode n can be
written as a sum over bundles a ,
tmn52Avx ,mvx ,n
1
~2pi !1/2
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amplitude factor for each bundle Ha is
Ha~kF ,m ,n !5E dy2E dy1fn~y2!fm~y1!
3uDa~y1 ,y2 ,kF!u1/23exp@ iFa~y1 ,y2 ,kF ,B !
2F¯ a~kF ,B !# . ~2!
For small mode numbers m and n , the integrand in Ha of Eq.
~2! is, in general, a weakly varying function of y1 and y2.
Depending on the phase space structure of the bundle, the
integration over y1 and y2 may extend over only a fraction of
the lead width. The integration amounts to the inclusion of
nonclassical paths connecting the entrance and exit leads
with the interior of the cavity, which represents diffraction of
the wave at the entrance and exit leads. The actions entering
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! are given by
Fa~y1 ,y2 ,kF ,B !5F¯ a~kF ,B !1kF~2sinu1Dy1
1sinu2Dy2!, ~3!
where Dyi5yi2y¯i with y¯i the mean value of yi (i51,2) for
the bundle a and
F¯ a~kF ,B !5kFLa~B !2Baa~B !/c . ~4!
In Eq. ~4!, aa is the gauge-invariant area enclosed by the
open path a and two virtual path segments (G1 and G2),
aa~B !5
1
B Ra1G21G1AW dqW . ~5!
The latter two contributions represent the gauge phases of
the leads relative to the gauge of the interior of the structure.
The magnetoconductance autocorrelation function is de-
fined as
C~DB !5^dT~B1DB !dT~B !&B ~6!
5 (
m ,n ,m8,n8
^dTmn~B1DB !dTm8n8~B !&B , ~7!
FIG. 1. Comparison between the CTMC method ~shaded area!
and diffraction according to Ref. 13 ~dashed curves! for angular
distributions of an electron with kF550.5 p/w and different mode
numbers n injected from a quantum wire into a semi-infinite cavity.where the bracket stands for the average over B and
dTmn~B !5Tmn~B !2^Tmn&B ~8!
where Tmn(B)5utmn(B)u2 is the transmission coefficient.
Using the semiclassical expression of tmn @Eqs. ~1–3!#, we
calculate the transmission coefficient from which dT is ob-
tained by subtracting the averaged background ^T&B in Eq.
~8! in terms of a third order polynomial fit as in Ref. 2. Thus
the present SC calculation of C(DB) includes fluctuations
off-diagonal in both mode numbers (mÞm8 and nÞn8) and
bundle numbers and therefore avoids the so-called ‘‘diago-
nal’’ approximation to C(DB).8
In the limit of large mode numbers, the semiclassical
evaluation of C(DB) can be considerably simplified when
we employ the PSC approximation taking, however, diffrac-
tion effects partially into account through the binning tech-
nique of the CTMC method. In the customary PSC approxi-
mation, the summation over trajectories in Eq. ~1! extends
over classical paths whose incoming and outgoing angles, u1
and u2, must satisfy the conservation of transverse momenta
at the entrance and exit leads,
sinu15
6mp
kFw
, sinu25
6np
kFw
, ~9!
where w denotes the lead width. The CTMC method maps
the quantum numbers of the wires onto the classical angular
distribution inside the cavity in terms of bins of a continuous
classical phase-space variable in the transverse degree of
freedom according to microcanonical ensemble. Each quan-
tum number m corresponds to the uniform distribution of
transverse momentum or, equivalently, of sinu within the
bin,
UkFsinu2 6mpw U< pw . ~10!
For the few-mode case, the distribution function depends on
the choice of the binning in the CTMC method. However, in
the high-mode limit, for which the PSC is expected to be
valid, the correspondence becomes unique. Figure 1 gives a
comparison between the quantum angular distribution for an
electron injected from a wire into a semi-infinite half space
with kF550.5 p/w and the corresponding CTMC distribu-
tion @Eq. ~10!#. Obviously, the CTMC distribution approxi-
mates the dominant diffraction peaks quite well.
Within the PSC approximation and employing the diago-
nal approximation,8 the sum over pairs of bundles can be
converted to an integral over area differences a ,
C~DB !5(
m ,n
E
2`
`
daP2
mn~a5aa82aaua5 a8!expS ic DBa D ,
~11!
where P2
mn denotes the probability distribution of pairs of
bundles entering the cavity with angles belonging to bin m
and exiting with angles belonging to bin n . In Eq. ~11! we
have employed a Taylor expansion of Fa(y1 ,y2 ,kF ,B) @Eq.
~3!# in B. It was found that the variations of Fa due to the B
field dependence of La and aa cancel within a given bundle,
leaving the exponent in Eq. ~11! as the leading term to order
DB . Through P2
mn
, the angular correlation between pairs of
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proximations have neglected the correlation between areas
and angles assuming ergodic mixing in chaotic cavities. This
assumption breaks down for short trajectories even in a
strongly chaotic cavity such as the stadium studied here.
We have calculated the area pair distribution P2
mn(a) us-
ing a large number of trajectories (.107) with initial condi-
tions uniformly distributed in transverse phase space. Figure
2 shows the calculated P2(a)5(m ,nP2mn(a) for a stadium
with 90° leads and lead width w50.4 ~see the inset of Fig. 3!
summed over 50 angle bins. We have checked for the con-
vergence as a fraction of bin size and number of trajectories.
For larger a , P2(a) decays exponentially, as discussed in the
previous studies.8–10 At small and intermediate values of a ,
however, the distribution function is highly structured and a
prominent peak occurs at a51.36 ~lengths are measured in
units of the radius R of the semicircle of the stadium!. By
tracking the trajectory information, we can identify bundle
pairs which contribute significantly to this peak. It consists
primarily of the bundle of direct paths and a bundle with
three bounces inside the cavity ~see Fig. 3, inset!.
The magnetoconductance autocorrelation function, shown
in Fig. 3, is calculated by both methods discussed above, i.e.,
the full semiclassical expression @Eq. ~7!# and the simplified
expression using PSC with binning technique @Eq. ~11!#. The
calculation is performed for kF53.5p/w for the former
while the correlation function is obtained by performing
Fourier transform of P2(a) in Fig. 2 for the latter method,
i.e., for the high-mode limit. Interestingly, both calculations
display similar characteristic features: ~a! an approximate
~squared! Lorentzian slope for small DB which results from
the exponential tail in P2(a) ~Fig. 2, inset! in agreement with
previous findings and ~b! damped oscillations for larger DB
which were absent in previous semiclassical models. The
oscillations are caused by interference between short trajec-
tories. The presence of oscillations appears to be quite gen-
eral and has been confirmed by applying our semiclassical
theories to other geometries with different shapes of the mi-
FIG. 2. Area pair distribution for stadium with two 90° leads
~see inset of Fig. 3 with l/25R51 and w50.4). The peak around
a51.36 comes mainly from the area difference between the direct-
path bundle and a bundle bouncing 3 times within the cavity ~a
representative trajectory is shown as the inset of Fig. 3!. Inset:
exponential decay of P2(a) at larger value of a .crostructure and different orientations of the leads. For the
present microstructure, there is one dominant component of
the oscillation with frequency DB541 mT. Within the
CTMC calculation, this frequency can be directly traced to
the strong peak in the pair distribution P2(a) at a51.36. The
semiclassical results are also compared with experimental
data for three open modes. All observed features agree quali-
tatively well with the experiment which is described in more
detail in Ref. 2. For our comparison, we have determined the
autocorrelation function C(DB) from the experimental and
theoretical conductance data for the same interval of the
magnetic field (0.01 T<B<0.15 T).15 The full evaluation
of the SC amplitude, which is expected to be valid at low
modes, agrees better with the experiment not only in the
qualitative features but also in the amplitude of higher Fou-
rier components. We have also verified that the oscillatory
structure is still present after averaging over a range of kF
values which models the thermal average in the experiment.
The comparison between the full semiclassical treatment
and the simplified PSC calculation indicates that the pres-
ence of oscillations is independent of the diagonal approxi-
mation. However, the PSC approximation can reproduce the
oscillations in the magnetoconductance autocorrelation func-
tion only when the pair distribution P2 is calculated with the
CTMC binning, i.e., only when pairs of angular correlated
trajectories are taken into account. Without binning, the pro-
nounced structures in P2(a) average out and C(DB) be-
comes essentially positive definite. We note that the semi-
classical C(DB) obtained from dT does not necessarily
agree with the one from dR , where R is the reflection prob-
ability. To restore the symmetry between dR and dT ,
‘‘ghost’’ orbits are required12 which are beyond the present
semiclassical approximations.
In summary, we have introduced new semiclassical de-
scriptions of the magnetoconductance autocorrelation func-
tion C(DB) through ballistic microstructures. We develop a
FIG. 3. Magnetoconductance autocorrelation function for the
stadium. Dotted curve: experimental data. Solid curve: full semi-
classical result; dashed curve: Fourier transform of P2(a) in Fig. 2.
Inset: geometry of stadium (l/25R51 and w50.4) and a three-
bounce trajectory contributing the peak at a51.36 in P2(a). For
unit conversion we used the area of the stadium in the experiment to
be 0.5 mm2.
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invariant areas, sums explicitly over bundles of paths rather
than individual trajectories, eliminates the stationary-phase
approximation for the integration over leads by including
diffraction effects, and avoids the diagonal approximation. In
order to extract a simple physical picture of the classical
origin of the structures in C(DB), we introduce a simplified
description based on the primitive semiclassical approxima-
tion ~PSC! combined with the CTMC binning technique for
mapping of the classical phase space onto mode numbers in
quantum wires. Within these semiclassical approaches, thecharacteristic oscillations of magnetoconductance autocorre-
lation functions resulting from short-path trajectories can be
reproduced. We find these oscillations to be quite general
and determined by one or several peaks in the area pair dis-
tribution P2(a) at small a . Our results are compared favor-
ably with experiments.
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